ABSTRACT. Let f(z) be holomorphc in the strip o < y < o < and satisfy the conditions for having an expansion in an Hermitian series _% e-1/2Z
f(x) f h (x).
n--0 n n (1.3)
Here we consider only the case where f(x+iy) is a holomorphic function of z x+iy in a strip o < y < < and the series is absolutely convergent.
The author has shown [i] that this will be the case if for every 8 Here n / + . In the Laguerre case n +-instead and we get (see G. 
THE FUNCTION h (iv).
In the first paper of this series [ 2] it was shown that h (z) is the [ gn h (2 % z).
n=O n (7.7)
By the virtue of Lemma 6 the absolute convergence of the series (7.6) for a y , < o, implies the absolute convergence of (7.7) for any z with Im (z) and the convergence is uniform in every finite subinterval of the line. Thus G(z) is holomorphic in the basic strip and is actually an entire function of z. The properties of the maximum modulus are the same as in the first' case, that is an increasing function of .
